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Why muon alignment is important in the current LHCb: a reminder
Spatial alignment of the Muon stations is needed to ensure:
high L0 muon trigger efficiency (trigger towers need to be aligned)
charge symmetry of the muon trigger (L0 trigger pT computation relies on M1-M2 actual
positions)
less/negligible impact on the muon-ID and HLT performances due to the robustness of the
algorithms (see 9)
Performance of the LHCb muon system, J. Instrum. 8 (2013) P02022
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Why muon alignment is important in the current LHCb: a reminder
L0Muon trigger towers are defined ”hardware”
towers point to the interaction point (IP) both in x
and y

Nucl.Instrum.Meth.A579:989-1004,2007

projectivity wrt IP has been maintained despite the
impossibility of perfectly closure of M half stations

size of FOI in y is 1 pad dimension (M1R1: 2.5cm)
size of FOI in x is tuneable ±6 pad (±4 in Run2)
dimension (M1R1: 1.0cm)
→ a misalignment would cause a loss of trigger efficiency
The L0Muon trigger selects the two muons with the highest
pT for each quadrant of the muon detector, then a
minimum pT is required.
pT computation:
is determined from the (x, z) direction of hits in M1
and M2, assuming the muon coming from IP
using look-up tables (LUT)
→ a misalignment not included in the LUT would cause a
bias in the pT computation (charge dependent)
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Current muon alignment strategy

Muon alignment runs online, automatically, at the beginning of each fill since start of Run2:
needs 500k “selected muon tracks”
needs the tracking to be aligned (relative alignment)
usually converges in 3 max iterations (takes ∼15 min to run in the online farm)
Sends a warning message to the expert in case a displacement (> 1mm) is detected so
that actions can be taken (check / update LHCBCOND)
First data taken at the beginning of a run period are the most important:
provide the reference Muon alignment → stored in the LHCBCOND (→ online=offline)
often trigger a “mechanical” adjustment of one muon half station, to guarantee
efficient L0 performance (trigger towers)
provide inputs to produce LUT for L0-muon trigger (→ correct pT computation,
minimize asymmetries)
Then run the muon alignment regularly to monitor the stability of the alignment at each run
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LHCb Upgrade: changes concerning the Muon dedector

The main changes that concern the Muon detector and its alignment are:
M1 station will be removed
More shielding will be added (inner calo)
Read-out will be changed (40MHz)
LHCb readout @ 40 MHz → L0 hardware trigger will be removed → Event
reconstruction& (software) trigger @ 40 MHz
triggering on muons will rely on muonID-like algorithms implemented on the
farm → robustness against misalignments
the need of muon alignment weakens considerably
Nevertheless the software alignment remains the most reliable tool we have to measure the
actual positions of the muon detector, so we surely need it also in the Upgrade. We
foresee to implement the same functionalities we have in the current configuration.
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Current software for Muon alignment ...

Strategy: align muon half stations (Tx , Ty ) wrt the tracking stations (assumed
aligned).
Use muon tracks reconstructed as BestMuonTracks ≡ Long tracks+Muon segment
with additional requirements:
events pass the selection of Hlt1DiMuonHighMassDecision
Muon track segment reconstructed (at least 4 stations hit)
good Matching to the Long track (ghostProb<0.7, p > 6 GeV)
selected not too busy events (Velo hits < 4000, OT hits < 8000)
in Calo acceptance
Relevant code:
AlignmentOnline/AlignOnline/python/AlignmentConfigurations/MuonAlignment.py
Alignment/TAlignment/python/TAlignment/TrackSelections.py (BestMuonTracks)
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Current software for Muon alignment ... and needs for updates

tool
BestMuonTracks
MakeMuonTracks
MuonNNetRec
MuonHitDecode
MuonClusterRec
MuonPadRec
ConfiguredForwardStraightLineEventFitter
MeasProvider
TrackFilterAlg
TrackMuonMatching
ConfiguredEventFitter
MeasProvider

project
Alignment/TAlignment
Alignment/AlignTrTools
Rec/Muon/MuonTrackRec
Rec/Muon/MuonTrackRec
Rec/Muon/MuonTrackRec
Rec/Muon/MuonTrackRec
Rec/Tr/TrackFitter
Rec/Tr/TrackTools
Alignment/TAlignment
Alignment/AlignTrTools
Rec/Tr/TrackFitter
Rec/Tr/TrackTools

explanation
best muon track selection
muon segment (stand-alone)
decoding
clustering
decoding
fit of the Muon track segment
special measurement for clusters (MuonProvider.clusterize=True)
further selection
matching with the Long track
Fit Best/TMuon tracks for alignment
special measurement for clusters (MuonProvider.clusterize=True)

Don’t foresee major changes in the muon-track selection, except for the obvious ones:
geometry (no M1), decoding (change of readout electronics), and due to the new
framework.
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Conclusions

The changes to the triggering of the events expected for the Upgrade make the muon
alignment not so crucial (as it is now, for the L0-muon trigger), nevertheless, since it is
the most reliable tool we have to measure the actual positions of the muon detector,
we think it is a good idea to port the current code in the upgrade framework.
Minor changes expected, mainly due to the new decoding needed (new readout
electronics).
When: after the new decoding is in place.
Extra: might be useful to perform some studies to measure the robustness of muon-ID
to misalignments
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Muon ID and Muon @ HLT

Muon triggers in the High Level Trigger of LHCb, LHCb-PUB-2011-017
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